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INTRODUCTION
M&S has been working proactively with suppliers on issues of ethical trade, environmental sustainability
and lean manufacturing since the launch of Plan A in 2007. Over the years, through our Supplier Exchange
programme, we have been lucky to capture best practise from experts and M&S suppliers which has helped
M&S food suppliers drive forward positive change in these areas within their businesses.
We have witnessed great successes from significant waste reduction programmes, through to fantastic employee
engagement and significant cost savings due to lean efficiencies. The toolkit contains case studies from a variety of
organisations of different scales, all facing different challenges and coming up with different approaches to overcome them.
We hope that this toolkit will inspire you to look again within your own organisation and think – what can you do to continue
to push this agenda on and ensure your business is fit for the future?

?

HOW TO USE THIS TOOLKIT ?

This toolkit is developed from all the best practise that has been captured from the M&S supply base and clearly
shows the journey from starting out developing a strategy through to a comprehensive integrated approach.
We know that when it comes to developing a sustainability and human rights strategy there is no simple one size
fits all so this toolkit is not designed to be a prescriptive guide; but instead a reference guide for your business
to learn from others, and help develop your own strategy that works for your business.
This toolkit:
• Is not designed to replace M&S policies
• Contains helpful links to find out more
• Is not a prescriptive list, use it as a guide to develop your own strategy
• Can be used to benchmark your current processes and approach
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1 B U S I N E S S B E N E F I T S
In today’s competitive environment efficiency is key. Lean production is all about
minimising waste of material, labour and time, and increasing production efficiency to
improve productivity. It’s about eliminating what doesn’t add value and delivering the
best possible product to the customer as quickly and with as few barriers as possible.

In order to produce benefits from a lean framework suppliers need to take ownership of them. This involves not only
working consistently with these frameworks but adapting them to suit individual business needs. These should deliver
benefits beyond savings and financial gains. Engaging people is the key to success. Enhanced alignment & collaboration
within the workplace are vital to producing and holding gains.
This toolkit uses an established approach that was developed with SA Partners. It is by no means to be seen as the only
endorsed approach by M&S. It should be utilised as a guide that could be supplemented with a multitude of other
complementary material that is widely available online.
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1 BUSINESS BENEFITS
The benefits of introducing a lean manufacturing culture and ways of working.

2 OVERARCHING KEY CONCEPTS
Important ideas to help you get you started on your lean journey.

BUSINESS BENEFITS
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4 PROCESS MANAGEMENT
Understanding and analysing the processes and value chain of your business, through mapping and group
problem solving, can highlight areas of waste where improvements can be made.

5 LEADERSHIP AND ENGAGEMENT
The style and effectiveness of leadership in your business and the level to which you manage to engage your
workforce will largely determine the success of your lean efforts.

6 TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES
This section gives a number of practical tools that will support you on your lean journey.

7 EXTENDED ENTERPRISE
Since the quality of your outputs significantly depends on the quality of your inputs, engagement with and
managing your supply chain is key. Your engagement with your customer base is also a strategic success factor.
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• I mproved flow and flexibility, with higher customer
satisfaction – lead time reduced by approximately 50%

• Reduction in labour time – normally 5-20% saving
• Increased productivity by 15-40%
• R
 educed wastes with increased sales through higher
availability and careful match of supply and demand
across the supply chain
• R
 educed environmental impact – through
minimising raw material waste and food waste
• Improved employee engagement

• I mproved quality – typically 10-40% reduction
in defects

3 STRATEGY DEPLOYMENT
It is essential that everyone in your business is on the same page about your strategy for lean production.
This means having a shared vision and also having standard and well communicated plans, targets/KPIs and
regular tracking of actions to drive continuous improvement.

Implementing lean systems and projects can bring
significant business benefits as efficiency is increased
and waste eliminated. Often tools and projects can be
put into practice without significant investment costs.
The following results have been seen in a range of real
projects with various food manufactures in the UK
(but not normally all delivered in one project).
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2 O V E R A R C H I N G K E Y C O N C E P T S
CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT PROCESS
For continuous improvement to really be embedded
in the business, effective engagement of the whole
workforce is essential. Every individual needs to
believe that their voice is valued and they have a
contribution to make in identifying and solving
problems, with their colleagues. The aim is that
everyone in the business focuses on customer needs,
thinks about the whole business (not just their own
area), takes initiative, innovates and encourages others
to do so. This requires not only a particular type of
leadership style but also everyday business practices
that facilitate this way of thinking and acting.

Many suppliers have found this graph helpful
in giving an overview of the improvement journey.
When a site embarks on making efficiency
improvements, they often find that there is
variability in the data they are collecting.
The situation is unpredictable and reactive
and the important is pushed aside by the urgent.
The first goal is to bring control, systematisation
and stability to the situation, to provide the context
in which areas for improvement can be identified
and progress can be made.

 e recognise that everything can and should be improved. The voice of the
“ Wcustomer
encourages us to think about the ideal customer experience and we strive
to provide it. In our business, problem solving is now a cross functional, systematic
and collaborative approach throughout our entire supply chain. Our focus on creating
and sustaining the right behaviours to identify and support best practice has created
a real point of difference for the business. Not a single day goes by without someone,
somewhere in the business delivering some kind of improvement.
Neal Collishaw, Operations Director, Worldwide Fruit

”

 ithout the focus of the senior leadership team at the top level and the project
“ Wteams
at a lower level, a lot of improvements would not be found, as it would be
assumed that everything is OK, because it has always been that way. We have found
that is not the case and even small adjustments can improve the work drastically.
Vitacress, Runcton Junction
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YOU NEED STABILITY BEFORE YOU
CAN PINPOINT AREAS TO IMPROVE
VARIATION

STABILITY

IMPROVEMENT

Process Performance

The core concept and activity of ‘Lean’ is continuous
improvement. This requires a change of mindsets and
culture – to always be open to the potential for
improvement and seeing the identification of issues
and problems from all levels of the workforce as an
opportunity for positive change rather than responding
with negativity or blame. There has to be a willingness
to let go of the ‘status quo’ / ‘the way we’ve always done
it’ and to be creative and think outside the box. It also
requires a systematic approach to problem solving,
collecting relevant data, investigating root causes
and keeping track of actions, changes and progress.

THE IMPROVEMENT JOURNEY

© SA Partners 2012

LEAN BUSINESS MODEL
M&S endorse the SA Partners Lean Business Model
THE
that was developed by Professor Peter Hines
following many years of research on how the best
companies deliver profitable growth using Lean
Thinking. The rest of this toolkit will act as a guide
to the five elements as shown in the adjacent
picture. The five elements work as an integrated
system to deliver sustainable, profitable
Up and down the
Supply Chain
improvement. Many sites have used this
framework to guide them in creating strategies
that transform their operational and business perfomance.
The five elements of the Lean Business Model need to
be implemented in a systemic way and frequently this
means working on more than one element of the
framework at one time.

LEAN BUSINESS MODEL®
Shared Vision

Strategy
Development

Extended
Enterprise

Process
Management

Leadership &
Engagement

Tools
&
Techniques

Tools aligned
To need

© SA Partners 2012

Shared Goals
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3 S T R A T E G Y D E P L O Y M E N T
It is essential that everyone in your business is on the same page about your strategy for lean production.
This section shows the overarching process of developing and communicating a strategy and shared
vision, identifying areas for improvement and then moving forward through action plans, setting KPIs,
implementing changes and measuring progress. This is not only for senior managers and those driving
lean change but also team managers in every department.
Often one of the first elements of the Lean Business Model to be used is strategy deployment, as this involves the
management team engaging all colleagues in what the strategy means at their level. For your whole site to move forward
effectively, you need to have a clear strategy, which is well understood, communicated and implemented at every level.
Change can create uncertainty and anxiety for people, so it is crucial to get all employees on board from the start and
through the whole process. This involves intentionally engaging employees in each stage of the process (e.g. in setting KPIs,
targets and creating business cockpits, described below), giving clearly defined expectations, timely recognition and
giving opportunities for opinions and suggestions and then taking those seriously and giving feedback on implementation.

C he c k
yo
pro g ruerss

S
 UGGESTED STEPS FOR EFFECTIVE
S T R AT E GY D E P L OY M E N T

1

DOCUMENTED STRATEGY

o

Site



o

It is important to be able to articulate your strategy in



o

has an agreed, documented strategy, signed off
by the GM and group.

3

o

brief. Ideally you should be able to write this on one page.
strategy should be reviewed annually (so that
planning can improve over time) and you should also
have a long term site strategy. As your site advances
in Lean, you will be able to set and manage
longer term strategies of a few years ahead.

This



2

COMMUNICATION

o

This



o

Everyone



o

Deployed/cascaded



o

o

strategy is clearly communicated to all levels
of the workforce.
is clear what it means for teams and how
their role contributes to the strategy.

o

site strategy into each team.

o

6
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o

In


order to make progress towards your strategy,
objectives and CSFs, you need to decide on specific
measurable goals/targets (KPIs) for each area where
you want to bring improvement and then collect
data to measure and regularly review progress.
This keeps you on track, so you know where you need
to focus attention.

o

Targets


o

These


give a specific numerical goal for a particular
KPI and should stretch the business in key strategic areas.
Targets should be SMART (specific, measurable,
achievable, realistic and time bound).
KPIs, measures and ideas for improvement
should focus not just on operational goals (e.g. machine
up-time) but also focus on specific areas of the site
strategy, the needs of the customer (e.g. on-time
delivery) as well as employee needs (e.g. skills and
engagement).

where to start can involve weighing
up the urgency of the action in terms of the
benefit it could bring, against the cost or ease
of implementation. Start with the issues that will
have a high impact on the business but a relatively
low cost to implement. If you want to use a more
in depth process for prioritisation you can research
the ‘Pareto process’ (commonly called the 80:20 rule).
is needed to identify the ‘root causes’ of the issue.
You need to understand what is really driving the
issue before you can attempt to resolve it. This is
explored more in Section 4 Process management
and tools are provided on root cause analysis in
Section 6 Tools and Techniques.

Ensure


o

It may



o

W hich



everyone is clear what data/measures are needed
in order to see progress on each KPI and exactly how it will
be measured and reported, by whom and how frequently.
Measures should be aligned throughout the organisation.
You may need to increase the accuracy and frequency of
data collection in order to measure progress effectively
against KPIs.
be appropriate to have KPIs for the business,
for each department and even for individuals.
KPIs are used to measure progress should be
reviewed regularly to check they are still the most
helpful and effective in measuring progress on your
key areas of improvement.

Key Performance Indicator
% decrease in lost time (per month, per key piece of machinery)

Increase efficiency in raw material use

% increase in raw material conversion/yield
(less raw material usage in relation to output achieved)

Improve frequency and detail of
productivity measures

Number of lines with daily productivity measures

Target

Achieved This Month

Number of departments with daily production meetings
Number of departments/lines using visual management techniques

Use line balancing to decrease waste
of delays/bottlenecks

Number of lines that have been analysed with process flow and changes made to balance lines
% increase in productivity in balanced lines

Promote worker feedback

Number of worker- reported productivity/efficiency issues
Number of worker-reported productivity/efficiency issues resolved
Number of worker generated ideas for improving productivity/efficiency
Number of worker generated ideas for improving productivity/efficiency implemented

Improve on-time delivery

% decrease in late deliveries (per month, per customer, per product)

Table from the Partner Africa Business Toolkit, developed with the support of ABInBev, The Cola-Cola Company, Diageo and AIM-PROGRESS.
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CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT PROCESS

o

Standard


o

Standard


Prioritising



Before trying to take improvement actions, analysis



o

employees in setting KPIs and targets to gain
ownership, commitment and to benefit from their
practical knowledge and ideas.

Reduce lost time due to machinery
breakdown

A sharp



identification occurs through analysis and
discussion as you evaluate the effectiveness of
processes, take steps towards improvements and
see where KPIs are not being hit. An issue can be a
problem that negatively impacts performance or
an opportunity that could improve performance.

Involve



Objective

Maximise manpower productivity

needs to be carried out to see what the key
areas of focus are, where there is a gap between the
current situation and the strategy/goals. Various
tools can be used for this analysis including Ansoff’s
matrix or a customer value analysis (the latter of
these is explained in Section 4).
Analysis



Issue



o

The objectives and KPIs you set will be specific to your business but some examples are given below:


ANALYSIS

understanding of the areas where the site
needs to close the gap between current reality and
strategic objectives can be expressed as a list of
‘critical success factors’ (CSFs). This should be
a concise list (5-8 CSFs) and they should be clear
and singular. E.g. Exceed customer expectation,
Innovating our existing core product, Relentlessly
increasing everyday availability.

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPIs)

approach to improvement by data collection,
analysis and action (e.g. using the Business Cockpit and
the Plan, Do, Check, Act (PDCA) cycle, explained overleaf).
This means that as data is collected against KPIs, priority
areas are identified for change projects and actions,
these are deployed into the business and progress is
made as actions are taken.
approach to capture and if necessary escalate
issues, with feedback given later about actions taken.
An issue list assists in the identification and control of
issues, assigning a person to resolve the issue and to
record timelines and progress. Paper or visual boards
can be used in local areas to capture what needs to be
done to improve and progress. There needs to be a clear,
explicit and well communicated process for escalating
major issues to the right level of management for resolution.

o

Daily


o

Meetings


KPI reviews with operations teams, with visible
targets and actions driving continuous improvement.
For example, KPIs/measures and improvement actions
could be displayed visually on boards on the wall on the
shop floor in all team areas. Engagement is key and there
needs to be ways for all employees to raise potential
issues and to give ideas on how to improve against KPIs
(this is expanded in Section 5).
should be held to review KPI progress and
address problems if KPIs aren’t being met. This should
happen regularly, at each tier of management, to ensure
progress is maintained at their level of influence. Clear
accountability needs to be given at all levels for targets
and actions, with agreed timelines.
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‘ H O W T O ’ - T O O L S T O U S E F O R S T R AT E GY D E P L OY M E N T
PROBLEM SOLVING – PDCA CYCLE

The ‘Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle’, developed by management expert W Edwards Deming, is a useful core tool for problem
solving. Whatever improvement you want to implement, you can use this cycle to guide you through the process.

1. PLAN

2. DO

Understand the current situation
• Collect and analyse information to identify issues
(both problems where effectiveness is being limited
and also opportunities for improvement)

• I mplement solutions on a trial or small scale before
making fundamental changes to the business
•C
 heck that each task in the implementation plan has
been successfully completed

•U
 nderstand the impact on the business (both qualitative
(costs) and quantitative (team morale, motivation, H&S))
and also what the impact of solving the problem would
be on both

3. CHECK

Select a project/issue to tackle and understand it fully
• Select a priority project or problem to solve (identify
any patterns or particular issues that are being
repeated or are particularly high priority

•H
 as it met targets? Were targets realistic?
Are new targets needed?

• I dentify the root causes of the issue (find out why the
issue is happening and what can be done to improve it
– using the tools in Section 4.4)

•L
 ook in the toolbox –
This document provides
a valuable toolkit
of problem solving
techniques and tips.
Can you find some that
are relevant to this issue/
project? What other resources
do you have available?

 ompare the metrics and measures to what was
•C
collected before the solution was trialled
• Tracking and reporting progress is essential
to keep the team motivated to continue

Start by creating the corporate level cockpit and then
cascade down through the business, ensuring that there

is a team cockpit at every level/area of the organisation
(e.g. operations cockpit, sales cockpit, product
development cockpit). Involve the teams at all levels
in creating their business cockpit, to ensure that they
are aligned to it. Some level of standardisation of format
and sections is helpful. However, different team/section
leaders will need more detail in their cockpit relating
directly to their area e.g. bottlenecks and efficiency by
machine for production areas.
The business cockpit should become the focus
of regular review meetings and should be updated
frequently – commonly called Daily Review Process
or Huddles at the lowest level. The recommended
time horizon for review at each level is below.

WHO

TIME HORIZON

Team leaders and teams

Today/this week

First line management

This week/month

Senior management

This month/next 3 months

Directors

This quarter/next 6 quarters

Get feedback from workers
(and customers where possible)

1. PLAN

2. DO

Identify Your
Problems

Test Potential
Solutions

4. ACT

3. CHECK

Implement the
Best Solution

Study
Results

 as anyone in the business solved
•H
a similar problem before? What was
learnt from that?
 rainstorm with your team to determine possible
•B
solutions and together choose a solution to try first

• Are the measures you are
using accurately reflecting the
problem and the improvement?
• Are you only measuring
quantitative gains? Can the
qualitative gains also be
measured and reported on?
Refine the solution
• Was there any aspect that
didn’t work well?

DEVELOPING
TOMORROW’S BUSINESS

Work with a team
• Bring together the most suitable
team to tackle the problem
(internal/external expertise?
Complimentary skills –
‘hard’ and ‘soft’ skills
may both be needed)

Monitor and measure how the new solution is
performing

Deploying and sustaining the strategy of the business
can be enabled with the use of ‘business cockpits’.
This is a visual management tool that displays all the
key elements of the plan for each level in the business
in order to support decision making and progress.  
It can include sections for issues raised and resolved,
improvement action plans (including action, accountability
and timelines), KPIs and records of data against those
targets and can also include financial data. Where
possible data can be illustrated in graphs so that trends
can be easily identified. It gives an overview of progress
and actions, against the strategy and targets, at any
given time for a particular level or department.

•W
 hat can be done to address that?
• How can the improvements
be maintained?

4. ACT
Make any changes required to improve the
implemented solution

Agree a plan
• Prepare a implementation plan and schedule, with
specific responsibilities assigned to individuals, with
timelines attached

• I f the solution is working, make it a permanent part
of the production process

•S
 et a target of how you want things to improve, with
appropriate metrics

Once you have successfully implemented one solution
you can return to the plan stage, to tackle another issue

• Can the solution be extended to other areas?

RUNNING TODAY’S BUSINESS

1 2
4 3

BUSINESS COCKPIT

Source: Partner Africa Business Toolkit, written and produced by Partner Africa, with the support of ABInBev, The Cola-Cola Company, Diageo and AIM-PROGRESS.
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A3 SHEETS
This tool helps to manage and keep track of a number
of problem solving implementation work streams at
the same time. For each issue that’s being resolved,
one sheet can be produced and displayed as a visual
management system to assist with problem solving,
decision making and process re-design. It might be a

4 P R O C E S S M A N A G E M E N T
physical A3 sheet, or a page on a computer but the idea
is that each aspect of the process of solving the problem
can be seen at once. For example sections could include:
Identifying the problem, target/goal, cause analysis,
actions to resolve the issue (broken down into what,
who, when) and a note of progress or follow-up.

C A S E S T U DY

In April 2018, the board members met to formalise
their vision, mission, company values and strategic
objectives for the first time in the company’s history,
resulting in a strategic plan and Critical Success
Factors. This was disseminated to all staff via training,
newsletters and visual displays. To implement this
approach into shopfloor performance a tiered
meeting structure was developed with departmental
KPIs and targets on dashboards for safety, quality,
service level, waste etc. This acted as local continuous
improvement cockpits and gave workers a platform
to escalate issues to higher tiers and also a place for
effective communication of targets and progress to
the workforce.
Following a hot spot analysis by the Senior Management
team to identify business processes that could be
improved, value stream mapping was conducted for
key products, resulting in many waste removing

A key part of process management is mapping processes and value streams, with senior management working with
members of relevant departments, in order to identify waste so that it can be eliminated where possible, to enhance
performance. Mapping encourages a team to think of end to end processes and to ‘see the whole’, shedding light on
improvement opportunities. This section gives you practical tools to do that, including value stream mapping and
spaghetti mapping.

Key business processes can be divided into 3 categories:
 irectional processes, which focus on the overall
• D
direction of the company (e.g. strategic management)

AVONDALE – Strategy deployment and process management
Avondale Foods is a family business providing M&S
with salads, soups and sauces. Whilst being proud
of their roots, the company recognised the need to
improve operational efficiencies, delivery times and
quality, to respond to market challenges and felt that
the Lean Manufacturing approach was the ideal solution.

Processes are a series of connected steps that are designed to deliver value to customers and meet
business goals. They consist of a number of activities that convert inputs into outputs.  

improvements. Training programmes were
developed to include Lean material delivered by
Lean practitioners. Subjects includes mentoring,
creating visual training matrices and a Lean induction
video. Lean activities implemented included 5S
with an internal audit system, automated systems
for measuring OEE on lines, refinement of SOPs,
introduction of Kanban systems (physical and MRP
driven), SMED activities and a problem solving
procedure using an A3 template.

Directional process
Core process
Enabling process

 ore processes, which deliver on top-level
• C
business targets (e.g. innovation process,
order creation, order fulfilment)

INNOVATION
ORDER CREATION
T
& ECH
EQ N
UI OL
PM O
ENGY
T

• E
 nabling processes, which indirectly deliver on
top-level targets (e.g. people processes, technology
& equipment and continuous improvement processes).

ORDER FULFILMENT
O
PE

 omplaints per 100,000 units dropped by 35%
• C
from 1.1 in 2018 to 0.71 in 2019

S
 UGGESTED STEPS FOR IMPLEMENTING
PROCESS MANAGEMENT
o

• I mproved audit results and feedback from
customers
• I mprovements were also seen in productivity,
reductions in food waste and unnecessary
inventory held.

I
p ro m p ro v e d
a nddruec t i vi t y
w a stdeuc e d

o

Customer



Value Analysis. It is essential that the site
is able to see value from the point of view of M&S and
other customers, not just assume you know what the
customer really values. You can set up a formal process
to capture and use information about what is important
to the customer and to the end consumer so that you
can measure whether you are meeting and exceeding
expectations. This can be done during existing
meetings with your customers, for example quarterly
reviews and key account management process.
the order fulfilment process (value stream)
from customer order and production planning to
manufacture and delivery, identifying what adds
value and what does not, so that you can make
improvements. Various mapping tools are provided
later in this section. This can identify some priorities
to improve the order fulfilment process.
It is important to involve teams on the shop floor in
this process, both to utilise their practical knowledge
and to engage them in potential changes.

There


o

Map


C he c k
yo
pro g ruerss

TAKING IT FURTHER
If your site has already made a start in your lean journey,
you can be moving on to the following:

o

A site



o

Ensure



o

The



o

E xtend



Map


o

E

CONTINUOUS
IMPROVEMENT

The results were significant, including:
 eduction of accident incidence rate (accidents
• R
per 100,000 labour hours) from 5.45 in 2016 to
2.99 in 2019

PL

which started with isolated projects for
improvements can then progress on to improving
whole end to end processes
there is a clear focus on food/packaging waste
reduction in your mapping of processes and value
streams for different products, so that improvements
can be made in those areas
management of continuous improvement and
waste elimination needs to have SMART targets –
Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and
Time Bound
mapping processes and value streams
beyond the site, to include supply chain food waste
and waste to landfill

needs to be a formal process to identify critical
business processes and value streams and to
prioritise improvements.
other key processes to identify potential
improvements, not just in manufacturing and
order fulfilment e.g. New product development
and winning business.

Value Stream Mapping process
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BIG PICTURE OR VALUE STREAM MAPPING (VSM)

‘HOW TO’ - TOOL S TO USE
MAPPING TOOLS
The purpose of mapping a process is to identify where
there is waste, so it can be eliminated. Mapping can help
you to see where the flow in your process is disrupted by
detours, reworks or waiting. Within this process it is
important to note that there are 3 types of activity
in a business:
• V
 alue-adding: Adds value to a product or service from
the customer’s perspective. Non-wasteful activities
that the customer is happy to pay for.

• N
 ecessary but non-value adding: Non-value adding
activities from the customer perspective but necessary
to deliver the product or service at the current time.
Target for future improvement. Some may not be able
to be reduced, such as appropriate workforce breaks
which are essential to well-being, productivity and
health and safety.
Mapping can be done for a whole business or for
separate functions, departments or products. There are
a whole range of mapping techniques and this section
explains just a few that have been particularly helpful
to suppliers.

• Non-value adding: Adds no value to the product or
service from the customer’s perspective. Wasteful
activities that should be removed.

FUTURE STATE MAPS
A key concept in process management and with all of the
mapping tools is creating current and future state maps.
As you map out a process, it helps you to understand in
detail the current steps, information flows and delays.
You can start to see where things need to change to
remove waste of materials or time and then you can

1

COLLECT ALL THE CUSTOMER DEMAND INFORMATION
FOR THE PRODUCT YOU ARE MAPPING. This includes
delivery patterns, how much stock the customer holds
and what the customer likes and dislikes.

2

MAP THE INFORMATION FLOW. This includes forecast
information provided by the customer, who that goes to,
how long it stays there before being processed. Forecast
information passed to your suppliers. When and how order
specifications and order quantities are specified.

3

MAP THE PHYSICAL FLOW OF THE PRODUCT.
This includes the pattern of raw material supplies,
how often and how much is supplied and the quantity
of raw material stock you hold. For each step in the
process of the physical product, how long it takes,
the number of people involved, time taken in set up
and change over, batch size, waiting time before moving
to the next step and quantity of finished goods you hold.

IDEAL
STATE

off to what is
on
2 Back
iti
currently possible
s
o
dp
FEASIBLE
ce
n
FUTURE STATE
va
d
ta
os
m
3 Back off to chosen target
he
t
on
isi
TARGETED
ACHIEVE
v
FUTURE STATE
TARGET
IMPLEMENTATION
En
PROJECTS

NEW TARGETED
FUTURE STATE

4 Establish
new target

Current State

The process involves 7 steps:

visualise and draw a future state map, without the waste.
You can then review this to decide what is a feasible
target and identify the tasks and solutions needed to
get there. These future state maps need to be regularly
revisited to ensure they are still appropriate.

Performance
Level

1

VSM is way of illustrating visually the current (and then
future) state of a process that shows both information
and physical flows. It is often developed by a crossfunctional team of people who are involved in the
process being mapped, using a large sheet of paper on
a wall and ‘post-it’ notes representing different steps.
It identifies wastes and complexities and therefore
opportunities for improvement and simplification.
In picking a value stream to map, choose a product that
is representative of the majority of products and passes
through your major processes, something where you
know there is room for improvement and a strategic
product which is not likely to be discontinued and is
not in transition.

4
5

LINK THE PHYSICAL AND INFORMATION FLOW.
Types of scheduling information and work instructions,
where these are sent from and to and what happens
when there are problems in that flow.

ADD A TIMELINE. Value adding time and
the total production lead time.

6

IDENTIFY WASTE. Note where steps are value adding,
non-value adding or necessary non-value adding.
Look for places in the map where there is disruption
to the flow or any waste of materials or time.

7

ENVISION THE FUTURE STATE and draw a map for this,
identifying potential projects to increase efficiency
and reduce waste. Agree which are the priority projects
to start with, create an implementation plan and
a review process to check progress.

Future State

The diagram below shows a very simple map.

Supply Loop ‘Current State’
INFORMATION FLOW

PACKAGING

PROCURE

INSIGHT

ACC’ MAN
COMPANY A

Q

Q
INTAKE

Q
PACKING

ORD PICK

23
DAYS

143
DAYS

PHYSICAL FLOW OF FRUIT

CURRENT
STATE

© SA Partners 2012
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Time

USEFUL LINKS AND RESOURCES ON VSM
• L
 earning to See: Value Stream Mapping to Add Value and Eliminate
Muda (Lean Enterprise Institute) Rother and Shook, 1999
• Seeing the Whole Value Stream. Womack, Jones and Brunt, 2011
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SPAGHETTI DIAGRAMS

C A S E S T U DY

The spaghetti diagram is a tool to help establish the

VITACRESS – Value Stream Mapping
Vitacress Runcton Nursery provides various salad
products to M&S and the business has been working
on their Lean journey over the past few years. When
they first introduced Value Stream Mapping they felt
that project management was disparate, not involving
all functions across the business, not making full use
of people’s experiences and without clear cascade or
escalation processes. At that stage they were not
capturing and keeping track of savings in a single place.
The senior leadership team carried out a hot spot
analysis of systems and processes, to highlight and
prioritise areas that needed improvement, giving 2 or
3 priorities to the cross functional team trained in VSM
techniques to investigate and improve over the year
(taking 3 days to a few weeks for each VSM). The group
had a variety of skills and knowledge, from different
areas of the business and gave a fresh perspective on
each process. The processes were mapped out from
beginning to end, with data recorded (including
machine and system timings, travel distances and
wastes) and analysed with a focus on eliminating or
reducing key wastes. A ‘future state’ map could then
be designed, showing how they wanted the process to
look, and then this was realised through project
improvement work, with each project summarised and
followed up through an ‘A3’ summary.

Before

optimum layout based on observations of the distances
These projects aimed to make each process easier,
faster and cheaper. Over the past 3 years the site
carried out 10 VSMs and implemented over 100
separate A3 projects, ranging from simple things like
moving materials closer to the lines, to more in depth
projects requiring investment such as new recording
equipment for lines, which increased productivity and
gave a cost saving.
They reduced waste in many ways including a
reduction in transport of materials, reduced raw
material waste on the packing line, time savings by
reducing waiting and reduced movement of
equipment and people.

travelled. They expose inefficient layouts and identify
excessive distances travelled between key steps. They
often identify the need for workplace reorganisation.
Using a layout diagram of your site or an area of your site,
draw lines to track the physical flow of product and/or
staff, for each step. Include the storage points and
reworks on the map. Calculate the length of travel and
the wasteful movement should be obvious. This should
always be combined with actually walking the route,
to increase awareness of waste. Work with the team to
develop a future state map where the layout minimises
wasteful movement and trial the reorganisation to see
if it is more effective. Review changes with the team to
gain feedback and adapt the plan before making the

After

changes permanent.

MANAGING TO A FUTURE STATE – PROJECT CHARTERS

 he VSM process helps you understand parts of the process that you would not
“ Tnormally
be aware of. Just because something has always been done a certain way

All the key workstreams that deliver the future state
will need to be managed to completion and each should
have a comprehensive project charter. The project
charter is a key anchor document for a particular
improvement effort and is essential for setting
stakeholder expectations. It identifies the reasons

for undertaking the project, objectives (and constraints),
main stakeholders, in-scope and out-of-scope items, risks
identified early on, target project benefits and high level
budget and spending authority. Progress against these
charters should be reviewed on a monthly basis with
senior management in a routine governance meeting.

does not mean it always has to be the case. By delving deeper into the way things
work a full understanding is realised and it makes it much easier to change and
improve it. The main thing taken from this is that no matter where a person works in
the business, their contribution to projects is invaluable as they will see things and
ask things that may not have otherwise been asked. We have also learned that it is
not just for factory and warehouse operations, this process can be used in all areas
of the business. We did VSM in our packhouse and growing nurseries right through
to the HR and NPD departments, resulting in widespread improvements in our
systems, processes and work life for everyone.

”
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5 L E A D E R S H I P A N D E N G A G E M E N T

S
 U G G E S T E D S T E P S T O TA K E O N
LE ADERSHIP AND ENGAGEMENT

Effective management and leadership are essential for sustained Lean change, in order to implement
improvements and to gain the confidence and buy-in of all employees, so that everyone can realise their
potential and be involved in bottom-up changes. Inspirational leaders are able to not only establish a clear
vision and develop strategies to achieve it but also motivate and engage employees to be part of those

FOR THE SENIOR MANAGEMENT TEAM

FOR THE WHOLE WORKFORCE

o
o

Clear



o

Formal



o

Personal



o

Effective



o

S enior



o

Managers



o

o

Actively



Risk based training and development process.


A formal approach to learning and development
across the business, using a range of approaches
including coaching and on the job learning rather than
just classroom courses. A Training Matrix tool can be
a good way to visually manage and track the development
process in terms of what training each person needs
and what they have completed (see below). This can
empower people to self-manage their development
plan and also helps sites to move towards a multiskilled/tasked and flexible labour force.

o

Moving



changes in a work culture that embeds continuous improvement. This means evolving from a reactive, firefighting culture to a more proactive, process centric one. Research shows that when employee engagement
is high, organisations do better through increased productivity and problem solving, lower absence levels,
higher retention and higher customer satisfaction.

A key activity in order to get this right is for management
to invest time in ‘Go, Look, See’, physically walking
around the factory areas and offices, to increase their
understanding of the day to day work and to engage
with employees. This builds applied knowledge,

 e patient, the process takes a lot of time
“ Bfor
people to truly embrace. Don’t get

connection and trust, shows interest in and respect
for people and the work they do and gives opportunity
for real time coaching (not reprimanding) when issues
arise. This can also be a time to coach and encourage
improvement activities and problem solving.

 s a Lean team we have learnt the
“ Aimportance
of involving people from

disheartened by blips on the roadmap!
Slowly implement new structures, systems
and techniques in piecemeal fashion,
allowing staff to become fully
comfortable with each element before
introducing another. It’s not a race. Don’t
try to force advanced techniques in too
early in the journey, such as SMED and
Value Stream Mapping. Instead, put more
emphasis on the cultural elements and
more intuitive concepts such as 5S to
gently ease people in. The most crucial
element is the people. Trust your workers
by letting them own the processes and
truly listen to their suggestions; they are
the experts in what they do day-in-dayout and will see improvement
opportunities you don’t.
Avondale Foods
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G o,
L o o k,
Se e

”

G re a t
a dvi c e

each department and from all levels
(from production staff to managers) in
Lean improvement projects, so that we
can gain from more feedback, ideas and
points of view. This also helped in
effective deployment of the tools, with
a good level of engagement of staff in
the changes. Also having members in
the Lean team from each level has been
important for escalating and cascading
information. We also realised the value
of making time to ‘GO, LOOK and SEE’,
to witness for ourselves what the
problem is and how it is occurring
before working on ideas for
improvements.
Skea Eggs

”

accountabilities.

All



have clear objectives that are SMART (Specific,
Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and Time bound)
and linked to business needs, and there is
appropriate support to achieve them.
development plans, identified and
developed within a formal system and delivered
in an agreed timescale.
management and business leaders need to
be aware of the behaviours and skills necessary to
achieve the business strategy and be intentionally
developing those behaviours and skills over time.
Growing self-awareness and recognising personal
strengths and weaknesses can be supported in a
number of ways, including 360 degree feedback
and personality tests such as Myers Briggs and KAI.
and leaders need to be able to adapt
their leadership style to fit the development and
commitment level of the individual they are leading.
Line managers can use a range of supporting,
coaching and delegation techniques to give high
levels of staff engagement and learning (for more
information refer to Blanchard and Hersey’s
‘Situational leadership’ model).
involved in the learning and development
of their teams with regular coaching on the
development of new skills and problem solving.

Personal Flow

line management approach is clearly defined
and effectively implemented. The leader needs to
provide the team with the appropriate level of
challenge to keep them in the creative ‘stretch zone’,
where the responsibility they are given is just ahead
of their ability. This is the zone where learning and
growth is greatest. See the ‘stretch zone graph’ below.
and supportive formal process of
performance and development management
through appraisals, helping everyone to maximise
their potential. This should be supported by formal
documentation, including competencies relevant
for each job role. Part of this process should be
a personal development plan for everyone in the
business, within a formal process, which effectively
provides strategic and operational skills and
competencies relevant to each job role, in line
with business strategy, to assist in supporting daily
work functions as well as career development.

towards an emphasis on self-development,
with each person taking ownership of their own
development, being encouraged to grow into new roles.

Training Matrix

High
THE ZONE OF
ANXIETY

Responsibility

This section practically outlines what senior management and line managers need to do to ensure the leadership style
is effectively engaging the workforce, so that your business benefits from everyone giving their best and playing to
their strengths.

C he c k
yo
pro g ruerss

THE
STRETCH
ZONE

P

SO
ER

NA

LF

THE
COMFORT
ZONE

W
LO

THE ZONE OF
FRUSTRATION

Low

Readiness or Ability

High

© SA Partners 2012

Adapted from: Flow – The Psychology of Happiness, Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi

In this adapted model, the authors suggest that the ideal
position for people’s ‘personal flow’ is to spend some of
their time in the comfort zone, punctuated by periods in the
stretch zone where they are learning and challenged. The
anxiety and frustration zones should be avoided as these
are not conducive to individual wellbeing or productivity.
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‘ HOW TO’ - TOOL S TO USE FOR ENGAGEMENT

6 T O O L S A N D T E C H N I Q U E S

DAILY PRODUCTION MEETINGS
One practical tool for increasing engagement and embedding a problem solving culture is to establish daily production
meetings for all employees in one area or line at the start of the day or shift, to discuss the day before, any issues and
explain the targets for the day. It can be a very brief ‘stand up’ meeting on the production floor.

DAILY PRODUCTION MEETING (OR LINE/ CELL TEAM MEETING) AGENDA

5-10 minutes. Assign a scribe to take notes. Time managed closely.
• CALL TO ORDER – Production Manager/ team leader
• R
 EVIEW OF THE PREVIOUS DAY (led by the team
leader/production manager but with brief input
encouraged from all attending)
• Were production targets met? (share actual data)
• W
 ere there any issues in terms of productivity/
efficiency? Any bottlenecks?
- Briefly brainstorm solutions – what needs to be
different today?
• W
 ere there any issues in terms of quality? E.g. high
number of defects in a particular part of the
process?
- Briefly brainstorm solutions – what needs to be
different today?

5-

m i nu1t e0s!

• W
 ere there any issues in terms of health and safety?
- Briefly brainstorm solutions – what needs to be
different today?
• Were there any other issues?
- Briefly brainstorm solutions – what needs to be
different today?
• PLAN FOR TODAY
• P
 roduction targets (as part of production targets
for the week overviewed)
• I dentify any foreseen issues – what actions need
to be taken?

There are many tools and techniques available to support your lean journey. It is important to select
a few key tools and execute them well. Diagnostic work needs to be carried out first (using Sections 3
Strategy Deployment and 4 Process Management), to clearly define and prioritise business problems,
before you start to use these tools to find solutions and make improvements. The nature of the problem
and the solution dictates which tool is appropriate. This section provides a few tools that suppliers have
found to be particularly powerful for their Lean journeys including organisational tools (5S), problem
solving tools (5 Whys and Fishbone) and implementation tools (SMED and TPM).
There are two key ways these tools can be used: in daily or weekly meetings to resolve issues as they arise and in separate
breakthrough and planned improvement events. Some companies kick start the process by having an hour a week for
problem solving in each team and then some drop this as they mature in the process, moving problem solving to the in
line meetings. Another approach is the kaizen week, rapid improvement or Kaikaku, when a team is taken offline for a whole
week to deliver a step change by focusing on problem solving. This is often facilitated by a Lean Coach or Black Belt.
The most comprehensive explanation of tools and techniques can be found in the book ‘The Lean ToolBox’, 2016,
John Bicheno and Mathias Holweg.

• REVIEW ACTION ITEMS and ensure they are recorded
• Close

Source: Partner Africa Business Toolkit, written and produced by Partner Africa, with the support of ABInBev, The Cola-Cola Company, Diageo and AIM-PROGRESS

 U G G E S T E D S T E P S T O TA K E
S
TO IMPLEMENT LEAN TOOLS

C A S E S T U DY
o


DOUBLE H – Engagement
across the business
Double H Nurseries have supplied M&S with flowering
plants including orchids since 2000. Cost increases
gave them an incentive to further improve their
efficiency by developing their lean skills and systems
a step further than they had done before.
They had previously worked to engage growing and
packing teams in continuous improvement and
eliminating waste by creating ‘Mini Businesses’ which had
authority to make changes and monitor performance.
They took this further by introducing 3 new lean projects:
• I mproving internal business reporting and visibility,
using a business Dashboard to make KPI reporting
clear and simple. They shifted towards visualisation
of data, by using Business Intelligence software and
fewer spreadsheets.
• I nvolving the whole supply process in reducing waste.
Their ‘Croptimise’ project worked to coordinate team
working, linking the ‘Mini Businesses’ across all areas
(Crop Planning, Product Development, Growing, Demand
Forecasting and Packing), to give a joined up approach
to waste elimination across the board, which ensured
a more efficient use of the whole of their crops.
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• I ncreasing customer focus. ‘Clusters’ were introduced
which are Mini Business teams that are specifically
focused on meeting customer needs, with the skills
and authority to make continuous improvement to
deliver exactly what M&S wants.
The engagement of staff in improvements and the increased
team-working produced by these changes have had
a positive impact on staff retention, internal flow of
information and ensuring the business has sufficient
well-trained staff in times of labour shortages. It has
also enabled them to improve quality, customer service
and value for money. Their efficiency improvements were
shown in their end of year figures in 2019, compared with
2018, which showed that revenue was up +1.4%, average
sales price to customer was down -6.1%, packaging
spend was down -3.6% and packing hours was reduced
so they were packing 7.9% more plants in 13.5% less time.
“To make Lean Manufacturing principles effective, we’ve
learnt that the approach must be spread across the whole
business by linking the activities of the whole value chain.”

o

o

o

You



can use tools to develop and implement a formal
programme to improve workplace organisation
in production or office areas, resulting in the work
areas being tidy and clean, facilitating effective work.
See the 5S tool opposite. As the site progresses in
its Lean journey, this will mean the workplace
organisation process is identifying abnormalities
and issues that need resolving beyond the place
just being tidy. 5S can often be a key driver of
Continuous Improvement.
Operating Procedures exist for all areas
in the business and is the current best way of doing
the work. There should a standard format to SOPs,
defining how work should be undertaken and the
problems to look out for. These must be
communicated effectively to relevant staff
and updated after an improvement activity.

point of operation, to see how the improvement
process is progressing. By sharing knowledge and
responsibility, problems can be detected quickly
and improvements made and monitored. By visually
tracking KPIs, people can see the positive impact
of their actions on the team’s performance, which
helps to sustain change.

o

Improvement



o

Problem solving is well established in the site’s culture


and procedures, using tools such as the PDCA cycle
(see Section 3) and tools to establish root causes such
as ‘5 Why’s’ and ‘Fishbone diagrams’, see details later
in this section. Often these are brought together into
one place on a piece of A3 paper
e.g. A3 problem solving.

o

The management make use of specialists, for example



Standard



review meetings are used to cascade the
business plan for the week or day to all parts of the
business and to pick up and resolve potential issues
(see details in Section 5). The short interval control,
breaks the day plan into smaller time buckets and
allows the front line manager and the team to engage
in a short burst of time on the factory floor to track
progress to plan (reviewing real time data on losses/
waste and progress against targets), to solve problems
and refocus on actions needed to improve performance.

Daily



Visually tracking progress. In order to achieve


workforce engagement, timely and understandable
information needs to be displayed visually at the

C he c k
yo
pro g reurss

tools are used as part of the sites’
efforts to improve manufacturing performance,
for example quick machine changeovers, explained
later in this section. Reviews are carried out to
evaluate which tools are being used and how they
can be used better (asking questions such as ‘What is
done well?’, ‘What is not done well?’, ‘What could be
done to improve?’ and ‘What is missing?’)

(probably full time) improvement agents in the
business (e.g. continuous improvement facilitators,
Lean Coaches or Black Belts) or external resources
where necessary. There is also a formal approach
to involve a wider group of people who are not
specialists in the continuous improvement process.
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W O R K P L A C E O R G A N I S AT I O N - 5 S

P R O B L E M S O LV I N G T O O L S

Workplace Organisation is delivered through the 5S
model. It can be a good starting point for a lean
transformation journey since it delivers a visible
discipline for the workplace and workers which makes
processes safer and simpler, whilst being an engaging
and participative process. For this technique to work

In Section 3 the PDCA cycle was explained, which gives an overarching structure to problem solving activities.
One key step within problem solving is establishing the ‘root causes’ of issues – establishing what the real reasons
are for the issue persisting, beyond the obvious things you see at first.

well, you need to ensure that everyone knows what they
are responsible for and when/how frequently the actions
are needed. A common failing with this tool is to focus
on the first three Ss (Sort, Set-in-order and Sweep) and
to fail to embed new ‘ways of working’ through the last
two Ss (Standardise and Sustain).

This step is essential as these ‘root causes’ are what need to be tackled to permanently resolve an issue, rather than just
trying to stop the ‘symptoms’ of the problem, which does not result in long term change.
Two useful tools for establishing ‘root causes’ are the ‘5 Whys’ and the ‘Fishbone diagram’ techniques.

?

THE 5S MODEL

SET IN ORDER

ROOT CAUSES – THE 5 WHYS2

Using this technique simply involves asking the
question ‘why’ until you cannot ask it any more, or until
you have got to the bottom of the real reason the issue
exists and persists. It may take you more or less than 5
‘Whys’ to get to the answer.

This is a workspace organisation model that can be implemented
and practiced on a regular, ongoing basis to reduce waste.

SORT

?

???

1

SWEEP

REMOVE ALL CLUTTER
FROM THE WORKSPACE

ORGANISE ALL TOOLS,
EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

CLEAN UP THE ENTIRE AREA ON A
DAILY BASIS, INCLUDING MACHINES

Makes it easier to find things and
move around a workspace, reducing
waste of waiting and motion

Makes it easier to find and pick up
items, creates a system for managing
inventory, reduces time searching

Keeps workspace safe, helps reduce
machine wear and tear, shows up
breakages

?

What is the problem?

FOR EXAMPLE:
PROBLEM: Increase in downtime hours over the last month
WHY? One of the labelling machines has been malfunctioning

WHY?

WHY? It hasn’t been serviced in over 2 years
WHY? There is no maintenance schedule in place

WHY?

WHY? The manager responsible for scheduling maintenance
on the machine is new, and was not given a maintenance
plan by his predecessor

WHY?

ROOT CAUSE:
The company does not keep centralised maintenance plan records
that multiple managers can access, or which can be easily taken over
by a new manager.

WHY?

STANDARDISE

SET WAYS OF WORKING (PROCESSES) FOR THE FIRST THREE STEPS
Helps maintain high standards in the workplace, and maintain consistency

WHY?

THE SOLUTION:

ROOT CAUSE

Create a central database of all machinery maintenance schedules
that can be accessed by multiple managers. Ideally, this system
should also send reminders to managers in advance of the next
maintenance event.

SUSTAIN

MAKE SURE THAT THE 5S METHOD IS PART OF THE CULTURE OF THE BUSINESS
Workers can do it without being told, improves overall efficiency

This is a visual technique, creating a diagram in the shape

as work environment, IT, product etc. For each category,

of a fishbone, to help in solving more complex problems

brainstorm the causes that could be contributing to the

with multiple causes. This works well in a team brain-

problem, using smaller ‘bones’ or lines off the main ones

storming environment, allowing ideas and opinions from

to add contributing causes. Reduce these down to the

USEFUL LINKS AND RESOURCES FOR TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES

various people to surface. In that context the diagram

• The Benefits of 5S. http://Leanmanufacturingtools.org/194/benefits-of-implementing-the-5s-process/

structure can be put on a large piece of paper on a wall and

• 5S for Operators: 5 Pillars of the Visual Workplace: The Shopfloor Series, 1996, Hiroyuki Hirano

1 S ource: Partner Africa Business Toolkit, written and produced by Partner Africa, with the support of ABInBev, The Cola-Cola Company, Diageo and AIM-PROGRESS.
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ROOT CAUSES – FISHBONE DIAGRAM

causes can be added and moved around on ‘post-it’ notes.

few most important direct causes of the problem, using
discussion, review, observation and prioritisation tools.
Focusing on a couple of direct causes, you can use the
‘5 Whys’ technique to drill down to the real root cause.

The problem or issue statement is written at the ‘head’

Solutions can now be developed to remove these root

of the fish. The categories of potential causes can be

causes. These solutions are usually surprisingly obvious

put on each main ‘fishbone’ line. These could be the

once you have the root causes and when implemented

categories on the diagram opposite or others such

can create sustainable improvements.

2 Source: Partner Africa Business Toolkit, written and produced by Partner Africa, with the support of ABInBev, The Cola-Cola Company, Diageo and AIM-PROGRESS.
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Fishbone Diagram3

I M P L E M E N TAT I O N T O O L S

PEOPLE & ENVIRONMENT

 UICK MACHINE CHANGEOVERS
Q
(OR SMED)

Some workers do
not have the correct
PPE and catch
their fingers

Machine X often
breaks down

Some workers
insufficiently skilled
for task, causing
bottlenecks

No maintenance
schedule

New workers have
not yet been trained

No consistent
daily
throughput
measure

MACHINES

Not all workers
are clear about
specifications

The way
line 5 is run,
hasn’t been
reviewed
for years

DELAYS
IN LINES

Waiting for raw
materials to be
delivered from
suppliers
Raw materials
are stored far
from the line

METHODS

MEASURE

CAUSES

MATERIALS

EFFECTS

Changeover is the process of converting a line or
machine from running one product to another. Single
Minute Exchange of Dies (SMED) is a particular
application of quick changeover. The purpose for
reducing changeover time is to increase productivity
by reducing downtime and to allow for more frequent
changeovers, in order to increase production flexibility.
Quicker changeovers allow for smaller batch sizes. The
secret to the quick changeover (SMED) system is the
distinction between changeover work that occurs while
the machine is not running (e.g. changing a rotary die),
called Internal Setup, and preparatory work that occurs
while the machine is running (e.g. moving product and
raw materials, gathering tools and components), called
External Setup. SMED involves the following steps:

1

OBSERVING THE CURRENT CHANGEOVER PROCESS

 OTAL PRODUCTIVE MAINTENANCE
T
(TPM)
TPM focuses on keeping all equipment in top working
condition. Planning and implementing preventative
maintenance is far less costly than fixing machines once
they have broken down. This reduces losses from
breakdowns, set up and adjustment, idling and minor
stoppages, reduced speed, start-up, quality defects
and yield losses. TPM works by engaging relevant staff
in small group improvement activities and aims to
continuously improve equipment effectiveness,
measured as ‘Overall Equipment Effectiveness’ (OEE)
which combines measures of performance, availability
and quality. TPM needs to engage the whole workforce in
implementation and be driven by a committee that
includes production managers, maintenance managers
and engineering managers. The pillars of TPM include
Autonomous Maintenance, Focused Improvement,
Planned Maintenance, Quality management, Early/
equipment management and Education/Training.

USEFUL LINKS AND RESOURCES ON TPM:

C A S E S T U DY

2

DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN INTERNAL
AND EXTERNAL ACTIVITIES

3

CONVERTING INTERNAL INTO EXTERNAL ACTIVITIES
where possible (e.g. doing some tasks in advance)

4

OPTIMISING INTERNAL ACTIVITIES (e.g. standardising
settings for activities that may vary between shifts)

5

OPTIMISING EXTERNAL ACTIVITIES (e.g. storing raw
materials closer to the machine, listing input materials,
tools and components and having them waiting nearby)

6

DOCUMENT THE NEW PROCEDURE so it can be repeated
and reproduced (including a list of materials and their
location, a diagram of the webpath for each job, a list
of manual adjustments). If possible save the product
recipe/values needed for each job in the machine’s computer,
using an agreed convention for naming the recipes.

7

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT

• T
 PM, A Foundation of Operational Excellence.
Wilmott, Quirke and Brunskill, 2019.

MONAGHAN MUSHROOMS – Using root
cause analysis to reduce waste
Monaghan Mushrooms conducted a Value Stream
Mapping exercise to identify waste in the packhouse
at their Langford site, near Bristol. The exercise
showed that they needed to improve Yield Loss, aiming
to reduce it from 1.2% to less than 0.5%, with a long term
plan to sustain the improvement. A cross functional
team was identified, led by the General Manager and
timelines and targets for the project were set. The team
ran workshops, a kaizen event, brainstorming events
and used a cause and effect tool to analyse the yield
loss and to identify and prioritise possible root causes.
They found that low weights and reworks were the core
reasons for higher yield loss, and the workshops identified
root causes between distribution from the farm to the
packhouse including punnets not being weighted correctly
on the farm, dehydration of the product if stored in the
chilling areas for too long, mixing of rework and
underweight products and frequency of scale calibration.
The actions that were implemented by the site as
a result included:
• A
 llocating a resource to ensure that daily sample
weight checks are carried out on each scale and
that every scale is checked weekly and recalibrated
if needed.

• I ncreasing the collection cycle by the Service
Operatives, which reduced the time in the holding
area (kept to below 1 hour max), to reduce weight loss
caused by dehydration.
 hysically separating reworks and underweights
• P
in different colour bins on the packing line, so that
reworks were not manually added to.
After implementing the changes, the site achieved
a reduction in yield loss to 0.65%, which has been
sustained over the past 15 months. This has brought
a financial saving to the company. The project
highlighted to those involved, the importance of
process review, in depth analysis of data and root
causes and cross functional communications.

3 Source: Partner Africa Business Toolkit, written and produced by Partner Africa, with the support of ABInBev, The Cola-Cola Company, Diageo and AIM-PROGRESS.
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LINE BALANCING
Line balancing is a production strategy that levels the
workload across processes in a line or value stream, to
remove bottlenecks, excess capacity and waiting time.
Bottlenecks can be identified through some of the
mapping exercises mentioned in Section 4 and also
through gaining feedback from employees and
supervisors on a particular line. This then gives an

indication of where you need to improve critical path
analysis and production layout. This may involve
changing the number of workers doing a particular
process or stage in production or even physically
rearranging the production flow. Any changes must be
well explained to workers in order for them to become
successfully embedded.

C A S E S T U DY
RINGTONS – Continuous improvement tools implemented in tea blending
Ringtons has been supplying tea since 1907 and
continues to be a family run business, supplying M&S
since 1976 including launching the M&S Gold tea in
1998 (now M&S’s most popular tea).
The company has a dedicated workforce, many of whom
have been with the business for decades (20+ years).
Starting the journey of Lean, Ethical and Environmental
with the team was a challenge at first – with a
workforce of mixed experience it was fundamental
to communicate why they were doing what they were
doing and what the expected outcome was, as well as
steadily keeping everyone up to date with progress.
They decided to implement a lean intervention in the
blending area to increase efficiency. This involved:

• T
 raining and developing all teams in Continuous
Improvement tools (achieving QCF Level 2 in CI)
• Introduced the 5S Workplace Organisation tool

7 E X T E N D E D E N T E R P R I S E O R
S U P P LY C H A I N M A N A G E M E N T ( S C M )
Since the quality of your outputs significantly depends on the quality of your inputs, engagement with and
managing your supply chain is key. Your engagement with your customer base is also a strategic success factor.
Companies progressing in their Lean journey have realised that in order to be competitive, they not only need to add
value and eliminate waste in their own operations but also in their value chain, since often their suppliers add more value
to their products than they do. Removing waste from the whole supply chain requires a collaborative improvement
approach. Business benefits of this approach include improved relationships, reduced risk, higher productivity, more
innovation, shorter lead times, higher availability, waste reduction and ultimately increased customer satisfaction.
Supply chain management is the active management of supply chain activities to maximise customer value and achieve
a sustainable competitive advantage. Supply chain activities cover everything from product development, sourcing,
production, and logistics, as well as the information systems needed to coordinate these activities. Extended enterprise
involves bringing all 4 elements of the Lean model to the entire supply chain (strategy deployment, process
management, leadership and engagement and tools and techniques). This means that a common purpose and strategy
can be agreed and deployed throughout the supply chain, enhancing performance and relationships.

• U
 sed the +QDCI Visual management tool (Safety,
Quality, Delivery, Cost and Involvement) to sustain
improvements by increasing employee involvement,
setting targets, monitoring improvements and
identifying new areas for improvement

S U G G E S T E D S T E P S T O I M P L E M E N T
AN ‘ E X TENDED ENTERPRISE ’ APPROACH

• S
 tandardisation on new weight system, included
creating a SOP and rolling out training to all Operators
• L
 ean tools were used to identify wastes, highlighting
the process of picking ingredients as the main cause
of lost time. The blending area was rearranged
to make the picking of ingredients more efficient.
The business found
that involving the
staff was very
rewarding and
embedded changes.
For example, the
flow in the new fruit
and herbal blending
area was suggested
and implemented by
the teams working
there, giving a high
level of involvement
and ownership.



o

S enior




o

Supplier selection and categorisation. This involves


creating a list of criteria that are linked to current and
future business needs as well as customer priorities
and then using this list to evaluate and select
strategic partners/suppliers. For example attitude
and enthusiasm, size and capacity, potential for
diversification and innovation.

o
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o

Extend




o

It may



Extended




o

Business cockpits. This tool described in Section 3


can also be utilised across supply chain partners to
keep track of improvement projects and progress on
KPIs. These need to be updated frequently and form
the focus of regular review meetings, leading to a
fact based approach to improvement. Aligning
planning cycles of suppliers enables improvement
activity to be rolled out and tracked simultaneously.

o

Joint





partnerships of respect and trust, where you
can work together towards a shared vision and
continuous improvement that spans across different
businesses. This involves agreeing a mutual strategy
and vision and breaking it down to local levels so
everyone understands the business direction and
their contribution to achieving it. Companies can
then collectively set implementation processes,
measures and KPIs aligned to the strategy.

management recognise a level of
responsibility for what happens down and up the
supply chain, not just in their own facility, because
they know that good products/outputs depend on
good inputs.

value stream mapping can be conducted,
to understand the information and product/
ingredient flows from raw materials to customer and
to identify wasted materials or time through detours,
reworks and waiting. Working together with suppliers
to create a visual map of the current state and then
a future state where non-value adding and wasteful
elements are removed will help to identify where
actions and improvements are needed.

strategy deployment across the supply chain.
This involves shifting mindsets from a short term
‘win-lose’ thinking towards building strategic

C he c k
yo
pro g ruerss

the learning from the Leadership and
Engagement section (5) to the supply chain, to
increase trust through partnership, coaching and
listening. Trust is destroyed quickly but takes years
to build so a strategic view is required when making
changes to trading or supplier choices.

be appropriate to set up a formal network of
key suppliers to help accelerate the collaborative
improvement, working together on the shared
challenges in your value chain, building relationship,
sharing knowledge and solutions. This could include
joint workshops for suppliers on key issues faced by
the whole value chain.
Typically, engagement with the customer side of
the Value chain follows the learning journey with
the site’s suppliers. It is just as important that the
site chooses and manages its customers well as its
suppliers. The style of customer engagement and
management depends on the relative power in the
supply chain but the impact on the site and the
value chain is often strategically significant.
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APPENDIX
SUMMARY OF USEFUL LINKS AND RESOURCES
USEFUL LINKS AND RESOURCES ON VALUE STREAM MAPPING (VSM)
• Learning to See: Value Stream Mapping to Add Value and Eliminate Muda (Lean Enterprise Institute) Rother and Shook, 1999
• Seeing the Whole Value Stream. Womack, Jones and Brunt, 2011

USEFUL LINKS AND RESOURCES FOR TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES
• The Benefits of 5S. http://Leanmanufacturingtools.org/194/benefits-of-implementing-the-5s-process/
• 5S for Operators: 5 Pillars of the Visual Workplace: The Shopfloor Series, 1996, Hiroyuki Hirano

USEFUL LINKS AND RESOURCES ON TOTAL PRODUCTIVE MAINTENANCE (TPM)
• TPM, A Foundation of Operational Excellence. Wilmott, Quirke and Brunskill, 2019.
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